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Parent / Carer Questionnaire
Name:

Year Group:

Which lesson does your child look forward to and enjoy the most and why do you think that is?










































PE, fun physical activities with her friends
Science & outdoors. Loves experiments and getting involved.
Maths
Writing/Creative work
English, she loves to read and write
PE, loves being active and playing games
Playing with her friends
Arts and crafts
1:1 with Mrs Smith
Swimming
Science is fun and interesting
Maths because he has always been interested in that subject
English – she loves writing stories
Maths, English and writing
PE, he loves all sports activities
Maths
English
RE
Any lessons
Maths working with numbers
Swimming as learnt to swim. Maths, learn lots in maths. English – get to write neatly
Maths & PE
Science and Maths
Maths
Science enjoys looking how things work.
Art, enjoys creating a mess
Art and English, she is very creative
Maths
Science
Maths
Swimming lessons
Maths as she struggles with it but is eager to understand it better
Swimming
PE, she likes anything physical
Literacy
Science
Topics because it’s different and enjoys learning about new stuff
Maths as he is confident and enjoys the challenge
English
Phonics
Swimming
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Writing and drawing
Show and tell, she loves picking her favourite toys to talk about
Writing new words
Maths, counting on her fingers
SPAG
Science
Reading and writing
Loves everything as she loves learning
English, loves writing and learning new words
Maths and English, loves doing times tables at home and spellings homework
Reading as he loves stories and maths
Art, likes painting
PE as he likes being active
Loves PE because she loves being active
Loves coming to play at School and enjoys everything she does
Science, he is very inquisitive
PE and Maths
English
Loves his Maths
Maths, doing sums and asking me the answers
Science 9creative and practical) and reading and writing
English SPAG as she feels she is stronger ion these subjects
English, she likes being creative and expressing herself
English as he likes writing stories
Math, used to find it easy
All, he likes School in general
Science, Music and Maths
Maths
Science, learning how things work and where they come from
Cooking as he gets to cook food
PE
Maths, he enjoys the challenge
Science, loves to discover how things work
Crafts, he does a lot at home
All activities
Loves most things except English
All learning Hub activities
He doesn’t talk much about School
Loves numbers
Drawing and being creative
PE
Maths
Learning Hub
Drawing, songs and water play
Maths, all aspects of it
Maths, he loves counting
Show and tell, he likes to share his stories
Maths
English as he loves creative writing
PE and English enjoys playing games during PE with friends
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Maths always wants to count
English
Water fun
Art and Swimming lessons
All lessons
He finds English, PE and Science stimulating and engaging
Maths because she likes doing sums
Enjoying all his learning at present
Swimming, he is very physical and enjoys the outdoors
Maths because he likes learning new numbers
Spelling as he feels confident
Maths as she likes to improve
Swimming, he prefers practical rather than reading and writing when he loses
concentration
Maths as he finds it easier
Maths
Science
Maths
Swimming, understands the importance of learning to swim
Maths
Maths
Spelling
Handwriting
Science
English, loves to read and write stories. Keen to know what words mean if he is unsure
and wants to write a book when he is older

Does your child enjoy maths and what aspect do they like best?





















Yes, it’s just keeping it fun
Adding up
Finds it difficult sometimes
Yes – Although not strongest subject she is determined to learn
Learning to count
Writing numbers
Yes, likes his timetables
Yes, likes counting
Quite, it is challenging in some aspects
Really enjoys maths
Timetables
Yes – Column Addition
No
Yes, anything
Yes, timetables
Yes, he learns new stuff everyday
Likes all types of maths
They enjoy coming home and getting younger sisters on board with new things
Percentages and adding
Yes, and no, it’s finding confidence
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Yes, new maths skills
Yes, timetables
Yes, but gets boring sometimes as he is quite good at it
Maths all aspects of it
Yes, he enjoys it
No, he prefers literacy
No as he struggles
No
Timetables
Yes, algebra
No
Yes, addition
Yes, she likes adding up her numbers
Yes, he likes adding
Counting on fingers
Yes, he is very good
Timetables
Adding and subtracting
Addition
Dividing
Timetables at home
Adding up
Counting
Enjoys all maths
Counting to 10
He is coming round to Maths, it doesn’t come as easily to him as English/Reading so
Maths was always a trigger for him to run away at his last school
Yes
Yes
Enjoys all aspects
All maths work
Loves maths
Yes, and no as she sometimes struggles at home and gets angry when she can’t do it
but lets you know when she knows what to do
Yes, unsure
Not her favourite subject and feels this is hard
Enjoys all aspects
I don’t think so as he gets confused with it.
Yes
He likes maths, timetables
Sometimes
Not his favourite but enjoys problem solving but finds fractions difficult.
Counting
Favourite subject is maths
Yes, dislikes timetables
Yes, proud of himself when he can add up
Likes counting
Has an issue with everything adding up to 21
Lacks confidence in maths
I hear him saying his 2 times tables
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Yes, always adding up and trying times
No he isn’t confident in this area
Yes, times tables
Counting
Counting to ten
Yes
All
Not fully understanding the concept of it yet
Yes
Enjoys maths
Enjoys sums
Yes, counting to 100
Yes
Yes
Attitude towards maths has drastically improved, he really enjoys geometry and
measurement
Doing sums
Under sufferance but can do it. Enjoys the more practical geometry lessons
Multiplying and problem solving
Yes, learning new shapes
Yes, as he finds it easy
No as he feels it’s boring
Yes, as its fun
Yes, not sure
Yes
Additions
Finds it difficult but is learning to work around problems
Yes
Calculations
No not especially
Really struggles with math and worries about not being able to grasp it very easily

Does your child enjoy writing and what do they like writing about?
















Yes, enjoying making sentences out of her key words
No he doesn’t but is trying his best and is getting there
Yes, writing stories
Yes – enjoys writing at home about her family
Always writing, I often find flip books of stories she has written
Not especially
Enjoys writing her name and all the letters she knows
Yes, likes to write a lot of things
He is getting there slowly
Yes, she enjoys writing her own stories
No, always struggles with writing
Her family and the human body
Yes, she like to write about everything
Snow dragons
Yes, writing his own stories
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Yes – books she’s read
Will try writing about anything
Sometimes, loves writing stories using her imagination.
Yes, and likes to write
Yes, likes to write stories
Big write and English is not something he enjoys
Yes, fairy tales
Yes, descriptive writing
Yes, Book called Flood
Yes, Family and themselves
Very creative in her writing and enjoys writing poetry
Yes, writing stories
Yes, mythical stories
No he doesn’t
Yes, writing about Star wars, Lego and stories
Yes, family
Yes, stories and reports
Yes, football
She will write all day and night creating her own stories
Loves making up her own letters up and words
No
Always writing
Yes, she enjoys writing stories and names
Yes, his name
Yes, trying to write her name
Stories
Yes
Yes, her own stories, always writes her name
Family, animals. Trumpet and dogs
Loves writing and making up stories
Often makes a book and writes a little story for me
Home life and siblings
Yes, doing her letters
Yes, writing about horses
Writing her name and sounding out each letter
Not at all
Yes
Yes
Enjoys writing various
Enjoys writing
Yes, but not as much as maths
Enjoys writing stories and making up her own
Anything creative, making stories
Loves writing songs, stories and cards
Stories and poems
Yes, everything
Loves writing stories
Writing about what he has been up to
No they don’t
Yes especially writing about experiences
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Yes, about anything
Yes, about his dog
Has a good imagination but doesn’t choose to write about his ideas
Likes to write about everything, there are notes everywhere in our house
Yes, about what he has been doing
Yes, writing with sounds of words
Struggles with spellings
He has come on with his writing
Yes, always trying to improve herself
If short, yes not if it’s a huge amount. Loves animals
Stories
He can’t write
He enjoys putting numbers together
Anything
Enjoys practising his writing sills
Yes, about football
Yes, he loves to write his own stories and make his own books
Enjoys writing stories and using his imagination
Her own stories
Yes
Making up stories
Really progressed, is more likely to persevere with writing
No
Enjoys writing particularly using his imagination and animals
Does not show me much writing, it’s not his best subject
Likes to make stories and write about them
He enjoys it at school but has no interest at home
Yes, stories
Yes, diaries
No he hates it and says it’s too hard
Yes, himself
Stories
Very much, stories using her imagination
Likes writing the diary
Yes, because it’s fun
Yes, he enjoys his new pen
Loves writing stories and diaries about what he has done In the day

What has your child enjoyed learning about the most this term?








Maths
London
Continents and the world
Numbers and counting
Everything
Transport
She likes the topic about ‘Scratch’ the most
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Percentages
The Human Body
Painting
Flood
Science
Maths
Writing a book in English
Space science
Snow Dragons
Enjoys everything at School
Phillippe Petit, she finds it interesting
Enjoyed all of School
Science
Swimming
Swimming
Rocks? Titanic
Anything Science related
Transport and the trip to the Airport
All aspects of learning this term
Maths
Enjoyed everything
Maths all aspects
The Mountain Dog and long division and multiplication
Everything, he is like a sponge
Philippe Petit
Philippe Petit
The Heart Stone – Titanic
Transport
Learning about mountains
Enjoyed Science
Chinese New Year
Transport
Where we live
Space
Everything
London
New songs to teach me at home
London
Maths
Transport
All subjects
All subjects
Stone age Britain
PE lessons
Snow dragon
Volcanos
Science
Music
Science
English
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Egypt
The BFG
Enjoyed all aspects
Not been very happy this term as had lots of tears over SATs
Reading his book and doing it at home
Researching online
All aspects and topics in school
Two times tables
Creative drawing
Sealife
Learning about different things
London
New songs
Numbers
Weather and seasons
Everything
Science and enjoys letting his family all the new facts he learns
Being able to count to 100
The Promise
Science
Dragons and transport
Phillippe petit
Maths and science
The Solar System
Science things and learning different creation theory’s
Phillippe Petit
The promise
Diaries
The man that walked across the Twin Towers
Tsunami
Science
Maths
Google
Science
All the topics and enjoys talking about them

What school visits has your child enjoyed and why?












Manchester airport, as she goes there to get flights on holiday
Loves all of the trips and getting involved
Science Museum
Techniquest and Stockley Farm
Burwardsley
He loved every minute of the Manchester Airport trip. Loves planes and helicopters.
Manchester Airport, had a fantastic day
Kingswood for the activities and scenery
PGL, Barclays and the Science trip
Science museum and educational visits
Residential visit, she enjoyed being in the open
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The Big Bang trip
Manchester Airport
Loved PGL and the Giant Swing, Barclays visit and how nice the food was
Kingswood and The Big Bang
Kingswood
Beeston
Manchester Airport
The Big Bang Fair as she finds Science is interesting
Science museum
Kingswood he loved the zip wire
Swimming and The Big Bang
Science trip both children said ‘that place is amazing’
PGL and Beeston
Big Bang Science trip
Manchester Airport
PGL residential
The residential and all the activities they did
Kingswood
Kingswood residential he loved it
The Big Bang Fair
All the trips, she is very inquisitive and loves to learn
LEGOLAND at Trafford Centre as he is mad on lego
Beeston
Beeston, he enjoyed the activities
The Big Bang
The Big Bang
PGL as it was very active
Walton gardens she loved it
The Big Bang Fair and Kingswood
Science Museum
She enjoyed the Airport as she loves planes. She also liked Warrington park
The Manchester Airport ttrip, he enjoys learning about different vehicles
She liked Manchester Airport as she loves flying
Walton Gardens and seeing the animals
Burwardsley
The Big Bang
The airport, dressing up and the cockpit
Techniquest
Loved the overnight stay at Burwardsley
The residential, she loved all activities
Manchester airport
Burwardsley, the activities and sleeping over
All visits
Beeston his first residential
Airport
Science and learning about different things
Science trip
Science
Beeston, enjoyed being outside and running about with friends
Beeston
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Beeston, it was fun
Big Bang and getting free treats
Beeston because they played football and went on trips
Beeston
All the visits
Science visit
Big Bang trip
Legoland and Beeston
The Big Bang
Residential, enjoys trying something new
Burwardsley
Manchester Airport and learning about transport
Manchester Airport
Manchester Airport but said it was boring
Manchester Airport
Sea Life
All visits
Sea life
Science week
Animal park
All
Manchester Airport
Blue Planet and the residential
Beeston residential
Science trip and the residential
Enjoys visitors/workshops, Irish dancing and Google expedition
Big Bang very interesting
Big Bang he loved it
Big Bang really enjoyed it
Big Bang trip
PGL lots of activities
Beeston as it was fun
Big Bang Fair and meeting the Youtubers
Year 6 leavers trip
Beeston
Big bang Fair
Beeston
The Big Bang
Beeston trip although he was nervous, he loved it all

What other learning opportunities would you like the school to offer the children?








More outdoor fun Children learn a lot more when outdoors
Artwork / Music
Space as she has an interest in this subject
Other languages
More football
Drama
First Aid for the children
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Internet Awareness with Online Safety
Science, he loves doing experiments
Being safe online and out of school
Music
Darnhall provides good after school clubs French Spanish
More sports
How to use a computer
Parent/child session, where the child explains what they have been learning
Cooking
Dance
Would like his speech therapy to be done in School as I cannot take him 9-5
More homework to learn and bring in to school
Held with speech
CPR course
Sports after school, gymnastics
Music
Music, she is learning the trumpet
More Science
Any additional learning opportunities that we can attend with her
Happy with all aspects
Cooking
Cooking
Crafts/ Art
ASC Sports Hockey, Gymnastics. Spanish and French
Extra maths support
Playing football
More active
Money and how we earn it and the importance of it
A writing club
More after school activities (mad science)

Would training in online safety be useful to you and what worries you about online safety?

















A lot of worries, I watch the boys and tell the boys about being safe online
Maybe
No
Doesn’t have access to the internet
Not yet as he is too young to be online
Yes, chatting to people through apps
No we monitor him closely
Yes
No
Yes, definitely
Anti-bullying and age restrictions
Yes, websites to stay clear from
Yes
Yes, who they are in contact with and bullying
Yes, to learn about safety and about online
Absolutely, I keep track but it’s difficult if they are at a friend’s house.
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Yes, bullying
Yes, I tell them on a daily basis#
He is too young
Yes
Yes, everything
Yes, not to click on things
Yes, I would be open to this
Yes, as she seems to have more knowledge than us
Yes, online safety is so important
Yes, as everything is easily found online
Not really
Yes. It’s not policed enough
No worries about it
Yes, the obvious dangers of access to children
Not really but more information would be great
No concerns
Keeping up-to-date is a good idea for parents and pupils
Too young to have internet
Yes
No
No
Mostly bullies
No
Not at this moment
Yes
Yes, although he is supervised at home
Yes, as it bothers me if they enter a wrong word and something bad appears and people
being able to see her
No
Yes, It would and I do
Not necessary
None
Any safety guidance is welcomed; he is more savvy than we are
Yes, it’s important to keep up to date with online safety. Some things they have access to
see worries me
Yes, a lot is possible on the internet that children should be able to access
No
Yes, you always learn something new
Yes
I have done a course and can manage at home.

What skills or talents could you offer the school?






Animal care
French, although it is neither a skill or a talent
Knitting, cross stitch needling
ICT
Science
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Happy to be on the PTA

Name of parent:

Thank you for your feedback.

